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Clinical decision making

Clinical decisions 
are rightfully made 

when doctors..

Ask the right 
questions

Order the right 
tests

Get the right 
results

Interpret results to 
the right decision 

limits

Take the right 
corresponding 

action

Evidence-based 
medicineStandardization

Guidelines
Good Clinical Practice

Harmonisation



Evaluation of test results: 

 Interpretative comments

 Appropriate calculation

 Reference intervals & decision limits 

 Reporting units

 Critical values

 Turnaround time



ISO 15189



My opinion of including post analytical

phase in EQA program

A. It is of no added value for interpretation of patient results

B. It is suited for harmonisation of interpretation of patient results

C. Already in place, I use it regularly for interpretation of results

D. Only some elements (eg units and reference intervals) are useful 
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What can be learned from other EQA organisers?



Post analysis in EQA
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Incongruence in reference-intervals



Harmonisation ref 
intervals:

Standardizednot Standardized

ALAT

ASAT

CK 

GGT

LD

Amyl 

AF 

Ca 

Cl 

Gluc

K

Kreat

Mg

Na 

TE

Analytes



Harmonisation ref 
intervals:

Standardizednot Standardized

ferritine

Albumin

ACE

Lp(a)

Ammonia

PCT

Fosfaat

Fe

Urea

lipase

Analytes



Harmonisation ref 
intervals:

Standardized: sodium
not Standardized: 

ALB, FerrAnalytes

Estimated agreement in interpretation

100 %

100 % ? ? %

? %



Goal post analysis EQA

- Create insight into differences in ref interval

- Impact on interpretation of result

- Compare individual laboratory interpretation with ‘harmonized’ interpretation



Methods
1. Questionnaire for reference intervals of 8 analytes (n=55 laboratories)

1. 55yr old woman 

2. Visualize  LL and UL 

3. Calculate interpretation ‘low’, ‘normal’, ‘hi’ with EQA results 

compared to ‘target decision’ with:

a) Own reference intervals

b) Harmonized reference intervals

4. Calculate disagreement of decision between a & b)



% agreement: 80 % 95%

Target decision



Reference interval ferritin

Standardized          ref interval: 
not 

Standardized
: 

agreement in interpretation

? %



Agreement in interpretation?

58.4%

100 %



Reference interval: Albumin

BCP

Standardized          ref interval: 
not 

Standardized
: 

agreement in interpretation

? %

0-58%



Agreement in interpretation : Albumin

35.1%

100%

32.3%

86.4%



Visualise LL and UL: standardised tests



The agreement for interpretation
of sodium 147 mmol/l is

A. Less than 80%
B. Between 80-90%

C. Between 90-95%

D. Higher than 95%

Standardized          ref interval: 
not 
Standardized
: 

agreement in interpretation

100 %? 

0-58 % ? %

32-86 %
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LL and agreement in interpretation: Sodium

91%

87%



UL and agreement in interpretation : Sodium

97%

82%



Take home
- Discrepancies in ref intervals still exists for standardized analytes

- Use of ‘harmonized’ ref intervals lead to ‘harmonized interpretation’

- EQA program for harmonization of ref intervals can aid

- Pilot: SKML rondzending ‘interpretation harmonization’

Standardized          ref interval: 
not 
Standardized: 

agreement in interpretation

> 95% 

0-58 % 80-85% 

32-86 %
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